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The 17 th Annual General Meeting of T&TECHS was held on 26 th February 2017 at the site of
the society in CDA Sector F-17/2 Islamabad. The meeting was attended by all the members
of the Managing Committee along with 600 plus members from all around the country. Mr.
Faraz Siddiqui, Inspector, Cooperative Societies Department Islamabad, was also present
to observe the entire proceedings of the meeting. All the participating members marked
their attendance at the reception of the venue. Despite having published and despatched
the minutes of the last AGM and annual audit reports to individual members and uploading
these on the society’s official website, copies of audited accounts, minutes of the last
AGM along with current agenda of the meeting were also made available at the reception
for ready reference of the members, as evident from attached photographs, video and
attendance sheets.
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Mr. Iftikhar Ahmed Khan Jogezai, President of the society welcomed the participants of
the meeting and thanked the members of the society in taking out time for attending the
meeting and reposing trust and confidence on the present Managing Committee. In his
short welcoming address to the members, he informed that the society has convened the
AGM at site once again to provide an opportunity to the members of the society to witness
and assess themselves the progress of the ongoing development work at site.
He emphasized that the managing committee, duly spearheaded by Mr. Azhar Balouch, is
dedicatedly striving in the best interest of the members of the society and the development
work is a clear reflection to it. He congratulated M/s. Allahrakha Nasir, Abdul Latif Qureshi,
Altaf Bhatt and Azhar Balouch on their notification for becoming the office bearers of the
newly established Islamabad Cooperative Alliance (ICA). He also congratulated Mr. Azhar
Balouch on becoming the General Secretary of ICA and hoped that ICA will go a long way
in serving the member cooperative societies of the Islamabad region. His special thanks
to all Pakhtoon brethren, present in the meeting, in their regional language was highly
appreciated by the members.
The meeting was formally started with point wise agenda items, as circulated and published
in the leading newspapers, before the members for their approval, the detail of which is as
follows:
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Agenda Item No.1

Recitation from the Holy Quran.
The meeting was formally started with the recitation from the Holy Quran & Hamd o Naat
by Syed Muzamil Shah followed by the National anthem. Later on special prayers were
offered for the departed soul of the son of Mr. Iftikhar Jogezai & departed soul of mothers
of Mr. Adnan Khan & Naveed Rauf, respectively.
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Agenda Item No.2

General Secretary’s briefing on progress of the society.
The General Secretary/G.M. (Opns) in his introductory message welcomed the members
and especially who have come from far flung areas of the country and across the world. He
apologised for the inconvenience caused to the members postponement of the AGM due
to expected bad weather forecast for which every member was informed through press
advertisement, personal letters and telephonically. Keeping in view of last year disruption
in question answer session, he requested the members of the society not to raise any
question during the process of agenda presentation rather each and every member will
be provided with an opportunity to raise his or her question during the question answer
session where speaker microphones will be provided on their seats. The members were
duly requested to restrain from disrupting the proceedings of the meeting.
He informed the members of the society that it has been observed that there is a general
tendency of lodging unnecessary frivolous complaints by the members on which society
has to bear the legal expenses. The society accepted the right of the members of the society
to lodge their genuine complaints, but at the same time the society would not tolerate any
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bogus and fabricated complaints without having any material proof. Hence forthwith the
society will charge the amount of legal expenses to the respective complainant instead of
charging the amount to legal expenses to be borne by all the members of the society.
He informed the members of the society that he had to repeat the background history of
the financial distress of the society again and again so that the members should be aware
of the difference of past and present which is very essential for the information of our new
valued members who have not attended our previous meetings.
He further informed that at the time when the present management committee took the
charge of the society there were few hundred thousand of rupees available in the society’s
bank account which were even not enough to meet the salaries of the staff.
With firm believe in God and cooperation of the members of the society, the General
Secretary/ G.M. (Opns) expressed that he took this difficult task as a challenge and by the
grace of Allah the almighty, the success is now visible before us. He further reiterated that
all those members to whom physical possession of plots have not been provided by the
society so far, should need not to be got depressed, as the society is making its all-out
efforts for providing possession to the remaining members as soon as possible which may
take a maximum period of eighteen to twenty four months.
He expressed that there are lot of examples where many housing societies of the region
are no more existent whereas by the grace of Allah, T&TECHS is day by day growing and
flourishing. He further expressed that the quality of society’s development work can be
compared with any development work being carried out in high class housing projects
like Bahria Town, DHA or any other A plus category housing projects etc. The society has
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adopted the policy of getting its material tested from the Civil Engineering Department,
Consulting & Testing Services of the University of Engineering & Technology, Taxila.
While referring to the development work activities, the General Secretary/ G.M. (Opns)
informed the members of the society that today the society has the facilities of Sui Gas
and electricity due to which there is an enormous increase in the construction of houses in
the society. Besides that the decorative work on the boundary wall is going on speedily The
society intends to hold an opening ceremony of the newly constructed gate house, railway
gate and Main Boulevard on which the society has installed LED pole lights which has
elevated the beauty of the society. He also informed the members of the society that due to
all these development works the market prices of the plots have also increased, therefore,
the society also intends to auction remaining commercial, mix used appartements and few
amenities plots in the near future.
The General Secretary/ G.M. (Opns) informed the members of the society that the
Cooperative Department Islamabad like Punjab Cooperatives Department has done a lot in
making special reforms in the cooperative sector, whereas the cooperative departments of
other provinces and especially Baluchistan is lagging behind. In this connection he shared
the future plans of the society and informed that the society is going to take on various
housing projects in other provinces of the country as well and in this regard the society
is working on having a project within the master plan of Gavadar by the name “GAVADER
GARDENS” in the near future. He informed that this will not affect the ongoing development
work being carried out in the society. He mentioned that initially the plan is on 300 acres
with 50% membership to be offered to existing members of the society and remaining
50% will be shared on the basis of national quota along with institutional representation.
With its head office in Islamabad, duly in compliance with statutory requirements of the
regulatory authorities, it is expected that the project will earn the trust and confidence of
the members. In this regard the members, overwhelmingly, appreciated society’s initiative.
The General Secretary/G.M. (Opns) reiterated that all these achievements are the result of
team efforts for which we all should be profusely thankful to Allah the Almighty.
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Agenda Item No.3

Approval of Annual Audited Accounts for the year 20152016 and its distribution. (This audit report is available on
society’s official website for the perusal of members.
Annual audit report and accounts for the year ended on 30.06.2016 were presented
before the members for their approval. The General Secretary/G.M.(OPNS) apprised the
members that the audit of the accounts for the year 2015-16 has been got conducted by
the Cooperative Societies Department through independent auditors of “A” Category
Chartered Accountants Firm and Alhamdolillah no unusual observation was reported there
in. The General Secretary/G.M.(OPNS) informed the members that the audit report along
with accounts for the year ended on June 30 2016 were made available for the assessment
of the members on the society’s website as well and consequent upon approval of the
minutes of this meeting by the Registrar these accounts will stand approved on the
society’s website as well. The members were also informed that as per last year’s query
of an honourable member during the 16th Annual General Meeting, held on December
6, 2015, regarding cash flow statement, the society has included cash flow/ receipt and
payment statement in this year’s annual accounts.
The members unanimously approved the Annual Audit Report and Accounts for the year
ended on 30.06.2016.
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Agenda Item No.4

Matters Pertaining to Land
a. The present Managing Committee, in its tenure, has purchased land measuring 419
kanals, with in society’s layout plan, up to December 2015. Whereas during the year
2016-17 additional land measuring 161 kanal have also been purchased, vide below
mentioned mutation numbers. As such the present Managing Committee has
purchased land measuring more than 580 kanals altogether:
• Moza Naugazzi through mutation Numbers: 4350,4379,4406, 4407, 4516, 4382,
4419,4464,4476,4494,4495.
• Moza Dora through mutation Numbers:1004
• Moza Ahl-e-Piswaal through mutation Numbers: 3438,3448, 3465, 3461, 3516,
3522,3528, 3530,3531,3534,3536,3539
b. Approval for purchase of additional possession of land by the present managing
Committee measuring 115 kanals 11 Marla, since last year, through various
agreement Nos.244,145,24,148, 299,152,151, 418,411,341,294,152,364,154,253
c. Approval for purchase of land and possession from various land owners, through
various in-process agreements, bearing Nos. 38,79,56 & 131 for purchase of
remaining land measuring 250 kanals.
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d. Approval for exchange of out of boundary land measuring 37 Kanal 11 marlas with
in-boundary land of same measurement vide Mutation Nos. 4379, 4380/3465 and
4432.
e. Approval for purchase of in boundary land, measuring 6 kanals 16 Marla
(ownership) along with built up property measuring 7 kanal 4 marla (ownership &
additional possession) (poultry farm control sheds), wells, rooms, trees and built
up property etc., pending for the last 27 years, against adjustment of amount of
dues under mixed used plot size measuring size 3617 Sq.Yds., besides 2 krore 34
lakhs to be adjusted against development charges.
f. Approval for agreement for purchase of in boundary land measuring 50 kanal
against allotment of mixed used apartment plot of size measuring 3100 Sq.Yds.
a. The General Secretary/ G.M. (Opns) informed the members that till last AGM the
present Managing Committee of the society had purchased land measuring 419
Kanals, the details of which were shared with the members by mentioning the individual
mutation numbers in the agenda in order to provide an opportunity to the members
for checking these mutations and the genuineness of the buyers from the revenue
records of concerned revenue department, if required. This step was appreciated not
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only by the members but other stake holders as well. As such this year even more
detailed agenda was published for the benefit of the members and likewise mutation
wise details of land purchased during the year measuring 161 kanals were also made
part of the agenda. The General Secretary reiterated that by the grace of Allah the
almighty, the present Managing Committee has so far purchase 580 kanals of land.
Furthermore it was also explained that buying of land in these Mozas was very difficult,
especially under the circumstances where the resources of the society was not such
that the society could have dominated the terms of purchase. The society had no other
alternative but to offer residential and commercial plots to the landowners otherwise
society would have remained unfunded and had this option was not availed, the society
would not have been developed and completed as it is now. It was therefore the society
managed to induce the land owners to sell their land against partial payments through
cross cheques and balance adjusted against issuance of residential and commercial
plots. In most of the circumstances the society has obtained the possession of land on
credit basis by issuing post dated cheques.
The mutation wise detail of land as mentioned in the agenda was presented before the
members as under:
S.No.
1.

Moza
Naugazzi

2.
3.

Dora
Ahle Piswaal

H e l d

Mutation Nos.
4350,4379,4406,4407,4516,4382,
4419,4464,4476,4494,4495
1004
3438,3448,3465,3461,3516,3522,3528,
3530,3531,3534,3536,3539
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b. The General Secretary/G.M.(Opns) also informed the members of the society that as
already explained in the last year’s AGM, the present Manging Committee took charge
of the society in 2012 and since then it has obtained additional possession of land
measuring 370 kanals, directly or indirectly, through various agreements made with land
owners/ possession holders, either inherited from their forefathers or illegally occupied
by them and were under their cultivation. Furthermore he mentioned that the present
managing Committee has obtained additional possession of land measuring 115 kanals
11 Marla since last year through various agreement Nos.244,145,24,148, 299,152,151,
418,411,341,294,152,364,154,253 as well.
c. It was also informed that the society has entered into agreements bearing Nos. 38,79,56
& 131 for purchase of remaining land measuring 250 kanals with various land owners as
well.
d. Furthermore the General Secretary/ G.M. (Opns) also informed that the society has
exchanged it’s out of boundary land measuring 37 Kanal 11 marlas with in-boundary
land of same measurement vide Mutation Nos. 4379, 4380/3465 and 4432. The position
is tabulated as here under;
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S.
No.
1

2
3

Land Obtained Land Obtained
From
From Khasra
Nos
Qaiser Abbass 71 to 78, 203 to
217, 79 to 113, 2
to 25
Land
Mutation No.
measuring
Qaiser Abbass 140,141 etc

Land Given
From Khasra
Nos
141,137,138,130
& 142

Land
measuring

Mutation No.

15 K 14 M

4379

140,141 & 139

16 K

138, 139, 128,
142, 129, 143,
144

5 K 17 M

4380
(Naugazzi)
3465 Ahl-ePiswaal

Total

37 K 11 M

4432

The General Secretary reiterated that these pockets of land were very essential for
the society as the development work was greatly hampered due to broken connection
within the area, as there was land measuring 13 kanal apprx was in their possession.
This exchange helps in executing work on main double road and in between 100 feet
main boulevard which was otherwise much time consuming, costly and difficult to
complete. Importantly with this exchange following plots have been cleared partially or
fully in various streets:
S.No.

Land From

1

Qaiser
Abbass

2

Saghir
Ahmed

Size of
Plots
50X90

19-20

40X80

4

40X80

14

35X70
30X60

7-8
38

H e l d

Street No. Plots Cleared

o n

2 6 t h

676, 677, 678, 778, 777, 776, 775, 729, 730,
731, 732
585, 584, 583, 582, 581, 580, 579, 498, 499,
500
603-F, 603-E, 792, 791, 790, 789, 783, 782,
781, 780, 779
522, 521, 520-B, 520-A
103-N, 103-M, 103-L, 103-K, 103-J,
103-H103-G, 103-F, 103-D, 103-E
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S.No.

3

Land From

Qaiser
Abbass

Size of
Plots
30X60

Street No. Plots Cleared

30X60
30X60

39
40

40X80

14

102, 102-A, 102-B, 102-C, 102-D, 102-E,
103,103-A, 103-C, 103-B, 150, 151
100-E, 100-D, 100-C, 100-B, 99-G, 99-F
99-E, 99-D, 99-A, 99, 98-F plus Mini Golf
Corse four kanal
541, 542, 543, 544, 545, 546, 547

40X80
35X70
35X70
50X90

4
7
6
1& 4

575, 576, 577, 578
519, 520
518, 517-D, 517-C
452, 453, 451

39

e. The General Secretary / G.M. (Opns) congratulated the members of the society by
announcing that a long awaited and very highly demanded piece of land by the members
which could not be purchased for the last 27 years, has finally been purchased by the
society. He expressed that indeed it was very difficult for the society to purchase this
piece of land measuring 6 kanal 16 marlas along with 7 kanal 4 marla of built up property
consisting of poultry sheds, rooms, wells and trees etc., attracting high indirect cost.
However, by the grace of Allah, the society has finally managed it and purchased the
land vide Mutation No. 4413. He reiterated once again that it was very difficult for the
society to manage the funds for this purchase as such the society convinced the seller
to get the amount adjusted against allotment of mixed used apartment plot of size 3617
Sq. Yds which is recently purchased by the seller of land i.e., Mr. Naeem Ahmed Khan
S/o Mubeen Ahmed Khan from the open market and the amount will be adjusted as
recovery against dues in that plot besides 20.34 million against development charges
to be recovered later on from the seller.
f. It was also informed by the General Secretary/ G.M. (Opns) that the society has
entered into an agreement No.54 dated 24.10.2016 with Mr. Shehzad Ali S/o Shamshad
Ali for providing land measuring 50 kanals, within society’s layout plan, against issuance
of mixed used apartment plot of size 3100. As per terms of agreement, which cannot be
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revocable by either party unless mutually agreed upon, the society shall issue all dues
clear mixed used apartment plot of size 3100 sqyds upon transfer of 50 kanals land in
the name of society.
The members appreciated the efforts made by the society in this regard and
unanimously resolved that:
a. Purchase of land measuring 161 kanals in mouza Nougazzi, Dora & Ahl-e-Piswaal;
b. Purchaseofadditionalpossessionoflandmeasuring115kanal11 marla through various
agreements;
c. Purchase of remaining land measuring 250 kanal through various in process
agreements;
d. Exchange of out of boundary land measuring 37 kanal 11marla with in-boundary land
of same measurement;
e. Purchase of land measuring 6 Kanal 16 Marlaand 7 kanal 4 marla of built up property
against adjustment under mixed used apartment plot of size 3617 Sq.Yds and
f. Purchase of land measuring 50 kanals through Shehzad Ali S/o Shamshad Ali vide
agreement No. 54 dated 24.10.2016 against issuance of mixed used apartment plot
of size 3100 sq.Yds, stand approved.
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Agenda Item No.5

Awareness and approval for final settlement with Ex-Contractors M/s. CPE Pvt
Limited, Vertex International and Ex-Consultants M/s. Designmen Pvt Limited along
with approval for appointment of new consultants M/s. The Urban Solutions Pvt
Limited.
The General Secretary/ G.M. (Opns) with reference to his inaugural speech in the last AGM
informed the members that M/s. Consolidated Perfect Engineers Pvt Limited (CPE) was
selected by M/s. Designmen Consulting Engineers Pvt Limited, Consultant as contractor
of the society in 2012. Consequent upon completion of three years, the contractor
submitted his final bill and closed the site accordingly. The bill so received for the period
was duly forwarded to the consultant for verification and vetting. During the contract
period, the society kept on making payments to the contractor against his interim payment
certificates/running bills, which were duly approved from the general body in respective
AGMs. A sum of Rs.80.00 million (approx.) was outstanding as of last AGM. Now since the
complete final bill duly verified and vetted by the consultant has been received, as such the
position (net of 1% rebate) is summarized as hereunder:
S. No.
1
2
3
4

22

Particulars
Certified Work Done –BOQ
Certified Work Done- Non BOQ
Other Items
Escalation Charges/ Idle Charges
Total
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136,055,738
53,608,914
2,317,183
4,571,900
196,553,735
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The General Secretary/ G.M. (Opns) emphasized that all payments made to the contractor
up to 30.06.2015 have been approved by the general body in its last Annual General
Meeting held on 6th December 2015. The society has cleared all the balance payments
through cross cheques and by issuance of plots there against. However the contractor
has requested to adjust the plots against the two shops of the society on a reasonable rate,
which is separately placed for General Body’s approval under agenda item No.9.
Furthermore the service contract with M/s. Designmen Engineering Consultants Pvt
Limited was also discontinued and new consultants M/s. The Urban Solutions Pvt Limited
was finalized after getting pre- qualification advertisement in leading newspapers dated
7th April 2016 vide agreement No.378 dated 27.04.16 accordingly.
Similarly the services of M/s. Vertex International were also hired for a limited number of
projects pertaining to development work which has also been discontinued on account of
more concentrated self-execution approach.
The members accordingly resolved as follows:
þþ Termination of contract of M/s. Consolidated Perfect Engineers Pvt Limited,
Designmen Consulting Engineers Pvt Limited and vertex International upon
completion of period ;
þþ Hiring of new consultant M/s. The urban Solutions Pvt Limited and
þþ Payments made to Consolidated Engineers Pvt Limited against total certified work
done amounting to Rs. 196,553,735/- through cross cheques and by issuance of
plots is approved.
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Agenda Item No.6

Matters Pertaining to Development
a. Information regarding usefulness and approval for execution of development work
through self execution, on item and labour rate basis, under the supervision of
expert and professional engineers/ consultants.
b. Approval of payment to CDA for obtaining extension in development work of the
society for a period of three years.
c. Consequent upon approval of electric feeder from WAPDA, the entire
electrification job was the responsibility of WAPDA, for which WAPDA has been
demanding for a lump sump payment. Now the society is going to execute all
the electrical installation work, stage wise basis on its own for which approval is
solicited.
d. Detail briefing and approval for payments made against the development work
on beautifying internal and external areas through landscaping and horticultural
work of the main 100 feet double road and the main entry gate along with laying of
parking tiles, tough tiles, kerb stone, edge stone, electrical street poles, asphalt &
TST work, sewerage & drainage work, rain water solution work, earth filling work,
clearing and grubbing work, NGC for society’s area, boundary wall and Sui gas
work.
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a. The matter regarding development work executed by the society on self- execution
basis was placed before the members. The General Secretary highlighted the following
factors involved in undertaking the development work on self-execution basis:
þþ It is carried on credit basis
þþ It is free from escalation charges as applied to contractor
þþ It avoids idle charges as applied to contractor
þþ It gives better control on quality of work
þþ It gives better financial leverage
þþ It gives better time control over multiple task assignments
He presented the detail cost sheet reflecting the cost of material i.e., Steel, Bricks,
Cement, Petrol/Diesel, base, sub base, sand, RCC Pipes, Pavers, Tough Tiles, etc. and
labour like masonry and rent of machinery etc. incurred on the development work
since the date of termination of contract with M/s. CPE Pvt Limited till 31st January
2017, which is presented as hereunder:
S. No.
1

Particulars
Cost of Material

2

Cost of labour
Total

Amount
85,200,113
6,835,803
92,035,916

b. The members were also informed that the amended, revised and extended LOP of the
society has also been submitted with CDA and later on CDA vide its Letter No. CDA/
PLW-HS(UP)(90)T&TECHS/R- LOP/93Vol-V/198 dated May 20, 2015, advised the
society to deposit following amounts:
þþ Fee for change in approved LOP 				

Rs.2,643,899/-

þþ Fee for scrutiny of amended/revised and extended LOP

Rs.2,288,362/-

The society has deposited the amount of fee for change in approved LOP and fee for
scrutiny of amended/revised and extended LOP amounting to Rs.2,643,899/- and
Rs.2,288,362/- respectively.
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Furthermore the society has also been advised vide CDA Letter No. CDA/PLWHS(UP)(90)T&TECHS/R.LOP/93Vol-V/77 dated February 19,2016 to deposit a sum of
Rs. 24,123,695/- on account of fee for extension in development period of the scheme
(up to 30.01.2018). For which the society is not in a position to make this huge payment
in lump sum. As such the society intends to make the payment in piecemeal and a sum
of Rs.2.00 million has been paid to CDA. This part payment will not only reflect society’s
willingness and acceptance to deposit the amount but also considered as compliance
to CDA’s instructions as well, which will facilitate the process of approval accordingly.
c. Furthermore a Memorandum of Understanding was signed with WAPDA/IESCO on
20.05.2014 for supply of electricity from 132 KV Grid Station Tarnol through proposed
11 KV feeders to be constructed by IESCO on the cost of the society. Consequent upon
signing of this agreement the society was required to pay 25% grid sharing cost (132
KVA) based on 7.276 MW @ Rs. 6.34 amounting to Rs.11.533 million which was duly paid
by the society.
Later on, a tentative demand note for Rs. 192 million (Capital Cost of Rs. 189,333,594/Plus Vetting fee of Rs. 2,840,000/-) was issued by IESCO vide letter No. 16346-49/CEO/
IESCO/CE(P&E)/HS-223 dated 09.09.2014 for which it was advised by the consultant
that a partial payment of Rs.10.00 million be paid to WAPDA along with 1.5% design
vetting fee of Rs. 2,840,000/- so that the request for rescheduling for five years could
be processed which could not be processed by society due to paucity of funds.
As per terms of MOU, after receipt of Grid Sharing Cost, IESCO was required to provide
interim electricity connection up to 400 KVA load from the existing system and to
this effect IESCO vide its letter No. 29524-28/CEO/IESCO/CE(P&E) HS-223 dated
25.08.2015 issued a demand note for Rs. 5,091,296/- for Interim Electricity Supply,
which was also deposited by the society vide CDR No. 11674492 dated 27 June 2015
favouring Chief Executive Officer, IESCO.
So far two transformers of 100KVA and one Transformer of 200 KVA have been installed
at site beside one transformer of 50 KVA separately installed. As per WAPDA/IESCO
standards, six distribution boxes per transformer are installed. Even if the society wants
to purchase additional distribution boxes it cannot installed them due to WAPDA/
IESCO rules constraint.
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It is also expected that instead of supplying electricity from Grid Station Tarnol, WAPDA/
IESCO may supply the electricity from some other grid station in future.
Most importantly, as per demand note the instalments are falling due and the society is
not in a position to block its resources by paying the instalments on due dates without
getting its benefits because of its stage wise development program.
After due consultation with the representative of our electricity consultant it is
anticipated that if the society adopts the policy of self- execution for its electricity
work on as and when required basis, the financial resources would be utilized in a more
prudent way with free hand to meet the development goals of the society.
The consultant has been advised to submit its formal report to this effect. However, it is
informed by the consultant that initially a sum of Rs. 7.00 million, as per detail below, will
be required to be paid to WAPDA/IESCO for entering into self-execution:
Design Vetting Fee @ 1.5% of total
estimated capital cost of Rs. 189,333,594/- 			

Rs.2,840,000/-

Approval fee @ 1.5% of total		
estimated capital cost of Rs. 189,333,594/-			

Rs.2,840,000/-

Service charges plus allied expenses (approx.)			

Rs.1,320,000/-

							Total

Rs.7,000,000/-

d. The General Secretary / G.M. (Opns) once again brought to the notice of the members
that the development work of society is progressing very speedily and with the
completion of main entrance & main roads, it is high time to progress towards phase
wise beautification of this entire area by doing massive horticulture work / landscaping.
The suggested work will cover new entrance gate; 100ft & 80ft roads, the round-about
along with beautification and development of one of the parks of the society. This will
not only boost the outlook of Society but also increase the trading of society’s plots,
which will facilitate recovery of dues from the members.
To accomplish this task, a number of Horticulture Experts /Vendors were contacted
who gave their estimates and ideas. After evaluating different options it was observed
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that entire landscaping should consist of imported plants of Thailand, Italy and China,
which give immaculate look and are far better in quality & durability as compared to the
local plantation.
After necessary evaluation the society has select Mr. Mubbashar Qureshi s/o
Muhammad Haneef, CEO M/s Green Thumb Islamabad on the basis of his competency
and qualification with special reference to Bahria Town. The entire work will comprise
of “Landscape Designing & Consultancy of subject area” as well as “Landscape
Development Work at Main Entrance Gate of TNT ECHS, main boulevard and a park at
an estimated cost of Rs.11.253 million.
Besides all these landscaping and horticultural work the society has also initiated
footpaths and tiling work on parking areas as well. This has enhanced the beauty of
the society many fold and with the TST and asphalt work being done, a clean and crisp
picture of the society has come out.
In this connection the General Secretary/ G.M.( Opns) further elaborated that for
initiating “TST and Asphalt” work in the society with specific emphasis on block “A”,
some portion of “B” Block, main boulevards and both sides 100 feet roads, quotations/
pre-qualification were called through newspaper advertisements and to this effect an
advertisement was got published in the daily “Jang” & “The News” on August 26, 2016
for TST measuring 420,000 Sqft and Asphalt measuring 26,000 Cft. through which
M/s. Aftab & Company was selected on the basis of being lowest in rates and their
profile.
The rates submitted by M/s. Aftab & Company are as follows:
S. No.
1.
2.

Particulars
Three Surface
Treatment (TST)
Asphalt Concreate
wearing class B
Total

Rate
49.10 PSFT

Quantity
420,000 Sft

510.00 PCFT

26,000 Cft

Amount
20,622,000
13,260,000
33,882,000

The General Secretary / G.M.(Opns) emphasised that the quoted quantities were
subject to actual work measurement for which the entire work was done on deferred
payment basis or against issuance of memberships/plots or both.
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The society has also initiated tube well in the society for which the services of M/s.
Chashma Drilling & Prospecting Corporation has been hired at a total cost of Rs. 2.50
million. The electrical connection and installation work of submersible pump, motors,
pump room and vehicle track will be prepared very soon.
Furthermore the General Secretary also informed the members of the society that the
process of installing single & double arm street light poles along with decorative, conical
and five arm poles with state of the art latest designed LED lights are installed by the
society on which a sum of Rs. 9.176 million has been incurred during the year.
Likewise the General Secretary/ G.M.( Opns) informed the members of the society
that since the matter/ contract with M/s. Chagi Enterprises for provision of Sui Gas
connection and laying of pipe lines in the society is quite old as such the members need
to be abreast with the updated progress made by the society in this regard for which
the details were shared as follows:
		

Total Contractual amount 				Rs. 27,131,720/-

		

Value of the work done 				

Rs. 13,898,119/-

		

Balance value of the remaining work 		

Rs. 13,233,601/-

Furthermore with the submission of revised amended and extended LOP with CDA
the additional approval for provision of Sui Gas will also be required as such the society
has engaged the services of the existing contractor i.e. M/s. Chagi Enterprises for
preparation of technical drawings etc., and submission of society’s case for additional
approval from SNGPL for a total fee of Rs.4.00 million. A sum of Rs. 2.00 million has
been advanced and a balance of Rs.2.00 million will have to be paid to the contractor
upon approval.
The members appreciated the efforts made by the society in this regard and
unanimously resolved that:
a. Initiation of development work on self-execution basis along with its cost amounting to
Rs.92,035,916 as on 31.01.2017;
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b. Submission of amended/ revised and extended LOP along with payment of fee to
CDA for the changes, scrutiny and partial payment for extension amounting to
Rs.2,643,899/- , Rs.2,288,362/- and Rs.2,000,000/- respectively;
c. Execution of Electrical work on self-execution basis instad of WAPDA/IESCO along with
its initial approval cost of Rs.7.00 million;
d. Initiation of horticultural/ landscaping work from Mr. Mubbashar Qureshi s/o
Muhammad Haneef, CEO M/s Green Thumb Islamabad at an agreed amount of
Rs.11.253 million; and
e. InitiationofTSTandAsphaltworkfromM/s.Aftab&Companyfor an estimated amount
of Rs. 33.882 million to be settled as per actual quantities against issuance of cross
cheques and issuance of plots
f. Installation of tube well in the society from M/s. Chashma Drilling & Prospecting
Corporation at a total cost of Rs. 2.50 million, Installation of Street Light & decorative
poles amounting to RS. 9.176 million from M/s. Margalla Engineers and Aslam Zia
h. Payment made to M/s. Chagi Enterprises on account of development work for Sui gas
provision amounting to Rs. 13,898,119 along with approval fee of Rs.4.00 for additional
provision of Sui gas stand approved.
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Agenda Item No.7

Awareness and approval for entering in to agreement of cooperation for road link
access between neighboring societies i.e., Cabinet Division, MPCHS, T&TECHS, Faisal
Residentia & Geo Developers.
The society has entered into an agreement No. 6062 dated 27.05.2016 with following
societies etc. for connecting the main boulevard and allied roads with the neighbouring
societies for the sole benefit and common access of members of the respective societies:
þþ Multi Professional Cooperative Housing Society
þþ Cabinet Division Employees Cooperative Housing Society
þþ Zed Mem International Pvt Limited; &
þþ Geo Developers Pvt Limited
As per terms of agreement, each society shall be responsible for the development,
installation of street lights etc., maintenance and beautification of their portion of the roads,
connecting to neighbouring societies at their own cost.
The members in the larger interest of the society approved execution and signing of
agreement No. 6062 dated 27.05.2016 with the neighbouring societies for grant of right of
access to each other.
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Agenda Item No.8

For the convenience of members, a Design & Engineering Wing/ Department has been
established in the society and in this connection approval for hiring of professional
staff and upgradation of existing office along with finalization of society’s building byelaws is solicited.
It was brought to the notice of the Members of the Society that since long there was a need
to establish a proper engineering and design wing/ department in the society to facilitate
the members, in matters pertaining to preparation and approval of architectural designs
for construction of their houses and commercial ventures. The objective of establishing
Engineering and Design wing was to provide complete Architectural and Engineering
services to all the members on demand. This would not only help them in getting one
window facility but also save their precious time in getting approval of building plans, as
these building plans, drawings & designs will be prepared strictly in accordance with CDA
rules & regulations as well in accordance with Society’s Building Bye-Laws.
As such the society has hired the flat adjacent to society’s existing office on the same
rental value and intends to hire professional staff and related equipment accordingly. This
adjacent part of office will be used for functioning of Engineering & Design Wing, Patwar
Khana (Revenue Section), Record Room, Information & Technology Section (ITS) and
the Finance Department, besides having a separate Conference Room. Furthermore in
anticipation of Islamabad Cooperative Alliance (ICA) setup of which Mr. Azhar Balouch is
also the General Secretary, a portion of the newly hired office will exclusively be utilized for
official work of ICA as a camp office.
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The General Secretary informed the members that the society intends to charge designing
fee for architectural plans from the members as a source of revenue for the society and
gradually cover the cost of the department. However the facility would be entirely optional
and not mandatory for the members.
Furthermore, the society intends to adopt CDA construction bye laws with some minor
changes like provision of septic tank to be made mandatory as against CDA byelaws where
in it is declared prohibited. Any other change if required will be notified accordingly.
The members appreciated and formally accorded their approval for establishing engineering
and design wing/ department in the society and allocation of one room for ICA, as a camp
office, along with hiring of additional space i.e. flat adjacent to society’s existing office,
purchase of furniture & fixture along with equipment and recruitment of professionals for
the department. The members also approved adoption of CDA Construction Bye laws with
certain changes for the society as well.
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Agenda Item No.9

Approval for Sale/ adjustment of society’s owned shops at Sector F-7, Islamabad
against payment for purchase of land, payment against amount due to contractor or
supplier of the society.
The General Secretary/ G.M.(Opns) informed the members of the society that approval
was obtained from the General Body in the 14th Annual General Meeting held on 4th
August,2012 under agenda item No.11 for sale of society’s two shops in Sector F-7,
Islamabad.
Despite issuance of public advertisement in leading newspapers previously on 21.12.2011,
the shops could not be sold, perhaps due to some titles issues but now after clearance of
title issue, the shops are ready for sale. In this connection a general market assessment was
made which did not give a handsome offer. It is also anticipated that auction notice might
also not be helpful in fetching the desired price. As such the society intends to adjust these
shops against payments due to land owners/ contractors/ supplier of building material
etc. in order to get the maximum advantageous deal for which the matter has been placed
before the General Body for its approval.
The members approved formation of committee for once again issuance of press
advertisement for sale of these shops in the best interest of the society.
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Agenda Item No.10

The Managing Committee of the society, owing to difficulties in purchase of land and
shortage of plots on account of land uses criteria, has decided to buy back plot files
from open market, due to which financial distress of the society will be reduced to a
greater extent. Sharing of details and its approval.
The General Secretary/ G.M.(Opns) informed the members that due to slow pace of
recovery of dues from the members, the society is neither in a position to commit the
entire amount against purchase of land on credit through post dated cheques nor has
vacant plots to offer land owners. Keeping in view of these on ground constraints, it was
inevitable for the society to take some out of the box measures to cope with the situation
in the best interest of the society. As such the society started buying back the plots of
the defaulting members whose plots are in the non possessed areas of the society, either
directly or indirectly at 20% to 25% profit/premium. This has drastically reduced the heavy
burden of managing financial resources for purchasing land for these plots. The society
may reduce its liability or resell these plots to land owners against purchase of land and the
amount of profit paid on buy back shall be considered as part of cost of land.
The gravity of the situation can be gauged from the fact that a plot of 500 Sq. Yds. is
currently costing society at more than Rs. 8,000,000/- (Two kanals land @ Rs.3,000,000/H e l d
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per kanal plus development cost @ Rs. 2,000,000/- per plot) whereas the society has
issued the plot @ Rs.6,000/- PSY i.e. for Rs. 3,000,000/-. Even if the society levy additional
charges @ Rs.5,000/- PSY the total value comes to Rs.5,500,000/- clearly resulting a
deficit of Rs.2,500,000/- per plot of size 500 Sq. Yds besides the default factor which is over
and above this deficit.
Although the society reserves the right to cancel the plots of the defaulters, but in order
to avoid unnecessary litigation cost and time, the buy back option was considered to be
more effective. These types of measures are normally adopted by most of the societies as
a legitimate means of managing financial crunches.
Furthermore with the submission of revised LOP, the society has to adjust certain plots
against fulfilment of amenity area requirement of CDA’s land uses criteria. The General
Secretary/ G.M. (Opns) informed the members of the society that in case it was inevitable
for the society to get these plots adjusted/ relocated the society intends to reduce its
liability from the said premium.
As such the society has bought back/ merged plots as disclosed in the audit report for the
year ended on June 30, 2016.
The members approved buying back of plots by the society on premium and their
reissuance against purchase of land at current market price or be utilized against reducing
society’s liabilities towards fractional provision of land for the members.
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Agenda Item No.11

Approval for establishment of Staff Service Rules, Staff Provident Fund Rules and Staff
Gratuity Rules in terms of instructions of the Registrar issued under section 44-D &
44-E of the Cooperative Societies Act 1925 along with rules for honoraria, meeting
allowance/honorarium and creation of funds for the welfare of members in terms of
rule 39 and 42 of the society’s model bye laws.
The members were apprised that the Registrar Cooperative Societies Department
Islamabad, vide Circular Letter No. RCS/01-03 dated 15th March 2016 has issued directions
under Section 44-D & 44-E of Cooperative Societies Act, 1925 to societies for proper
monitoring and improve working of Societies. Beside other directions every Cooperative
Society has been instructed:
þþ to establish a contributory provident fund in accordance with section 41 of the
cooperative Societies Act, 1925.
þþ to provide gratuity to its employees on such terms and conditions as prescribed by
the Federal Government from time to time.
As such in compliance to these directions the society has developed Employees Gratuity
& Provident Fund Rules. While developing these rules it was also felt that there are no staff
service rules in place in the society, which should also be put in place accordingly along with
Employees Gratuity & Provident Fund Rules. Similarly the rules governing honorarium &
other allowances including meeting allowance to the Managing Committee should also be
got rationalized. The draft rules were made available in the meeting for the convenience of
the members’ examination.
The General Secretary/ G.M.(Opns) informed the members of the society that consequent
upon approval of the General Body, these rules would be sent to the Registrar Cooperatives
for his kind perusal/ approval.
In compliance to directions of the Registrar Cooperatives under Section 44-D & 44-E
of Cooperative Societies Act, 1925, the members formally approved establishment of
T&TECHS Employees Gratuity & Provident Fund rules. The members also approved
implementation of staff service & Managing Committee’s honorarium & allowances rules.
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Agenda Item No.12

Approval for participation in National & International Property exhibitions and their
relevant expenditure incurred on account of advertising activities.
The General Secretary/ G.M. (Opns) enlightened the members that in contrast to
Cooperative Housing Societies, most of the private sector developers have been focusing
on newspaper and electronic media advertisements. Besides this, they project their
schemes through participation in national and international property exhibitions as well,
for which high budgeted image building campaigns are launched. This has undoubtedly
earned them a lot of success as well.
During recent meetings and discussions with the officials of the Islamabad Cooperative
Alliance (ICA) the matters regarding promotion of ICA and its member cooperatives, were
came under discussion with specific reference to media campaigns and market exposure.
In order to avail this opportunity it was discussed and principally agreed upon participation
in “International Real Estate and Investment Show-2016” which was scheduled to be held in
Abu Dhabi from 27 to 29 October, 2016. The idea was equally appreciated by the regulators
as well.
The Jang Media Group through its Managers (Agents) has launched this expo in Pakistan
with the title “Pakistan Property Exhebition-2016” where almost 50% of the stalls were
shared by them in the Abu Dhabi New Exhibition Centre (ADNEC).
The package for sponsors/participants covers Air Tickets, Hotel Accommodation with
Complementary Breakfast, Full page supplement in daily “Jang” & daily “The News” at a
total package cost of Rs.2.00 Million to be paid by the society to Jang through its Manger/
Agent M/s. Supermedia communications Pvt Limited (SMC) which was supposed to be
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shared with ICA upon completion of EXPO.
Furthermore a cost of Rs.2.00 million was incurred on Printing & Stationery items, including
revised LOP printing, Society’s Promotional Video, Give a ways, Kiosk material & web site
upgradation and other items which would also be used in society’s AGM or inauguration
ceremonies as well.
Since due to visa constraints and cancellation of visa applications, individual participation
of society’s official and ICA officials could not be confirmed, however the society managed
the event successfully and earned a lot of appreciation from the visitors, representatives of
Chamber of commerce, as well as from the Minister of Housing who came to society’s stall
and spent some time over there.
It is imperative here to mention that these types of events are normally arranged by
the media groups and sometimes it becomes very difficult for the society to refuse the
invitations. As such now it has become a normal feature that the societies are participating
in Property Exhibitions, nationally and internationally, through which they get media
coverage at reasonable rates as against carrying on a separate promotion media
campaign. The participation in these events definitely improves the image of the societies
and resultantly the ultimate benefit goes to the members in the shape of appreciation in
the market price of their plots.
These costs if charged to expenses account reflect huge impact on society’s accounts
whereas if these costs are covered from individual members it has a little impact on the
members as compared to their benefits.
It is therefore the society intends to charge all its promotional expenses against promotional
fee of Rs.5,000/- per plot levied under agenda item No.19 of this AGM. In case the amount
spent by the society exceeds the amount of promotional fee, the differential will be met
from other sources.
The members in concurrence to the deliberations of the General Secretary/ G.M. (Opns)
approved society’s participation in Property Exhibition held in Abu Dhabi along with
expenditures incurred on its participation and arrangements. The members also approved
charging of all such promotional expenses, comprising of print & electronic advertisement,
participations in conferences/exhibitions (national & International) and stationery etc. as
adjustable against promotional fee of Rs.5,000/- per plot as presented under agenda item
No.19 of this meeting and all such expenses subsequently on per annum basis. In case the
amount spent by the society exceeds the amount of promotional fee, the differential will be
met from other sources.
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Agenda Item No.13

Approval for issuance of bar coded Allotment and transfer letters in line with approval
for digitalization of record of the society as per agenda item No 10 of the 16th AGM.
With reference to agenda item No. 10 of the 16th Annual General Meeting the General
Secretary informed that the first phase of the process of digitalization of the society’s
record that stared last year has been completed and all the documents of the members
files are now scanned and a record of which is maintained on cloud based computing
system with database warehouses maintained globally. It is worth mentioning that now
the society is enable to offer its members a bar- coded computerized allotment letter with
high level security feature to ensure a fool proof system in avoiding fake and forged title
document for the members of the society at a nominal fee of Rs.5,000/- per allotment/
transfer letter etc.
The members appreciated the efforts made in this regard and approved issuance of fresh
bar coded allotment letters and replacement to old allotment letters at a fee of Rs.5,000/per allotment/transfer letter accordingly.
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Agenda Item No.14

Approval for obtaining membership of Islamabad Cooperative Alliance (ICA) and
payment of initial membership & annual fee there against.
The General Secretary informed the members of the society that a duly registered alliance
by the name “Islamabad Cooperative Alliance” has been established and by the grace of
Allah the almighty, the General Secretary of the society has been elected as the General
Secretary of the Alliance of all the cooperative societies operating in Islamabad. The
Society has taken its membership in the larger interest of the members of the society for
which every society has to contribute a sum of Rs. 2.00 million towards initial capital of
the Alliance and subsequently Rs.50,000/- per month towards monthly fee as determined
by the alliance. Furthermore he also highlighted various objectives of the alliance for the
common interest of the members of the societies.
The members congratulated the General Secretary on becoming the General Secretary
of the Islamabad Cooperative Alliance and formally approved and endorsed the application
of the society for the membership of the Islamabad Cooperative Alliance along with initial
contribution of Rs.2.00 million and subsequent monthly fee of Rs.50,000/- as determined
by the alliance.
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Agenda Item No.15

The present Managing Committee has delivered possession of residential and
commercial plots to more than 1000 members, whereas due to difficulties in purchase
of in boundary land due to undue exploitation/ black mailing of land owners, obtaining
possession of land for around 300 members has become difficult. In this connection
the Managing Committee is taking necessary steps on priority basis, wherein besides
covering the land deficiency within one year, the society has taken up the matter with
well reputed housing projects, for provision of 300 plots of different sizes, like within
any phase of Faisal Town, Multi Professional or Gulberg Greens. As such after having
suggestion and consent of all the members to whom possession has not been provided
till now will be accordingly accommodated in these housing projects on same rate.
Sharing of details and its approval.
The General Secretary/ G.M. (Opns) informed the members of the society that so far the
society has managed to provide possession of plots to around 1000 members however
due to exploitation of the land owners the society is facing extreme difficulties in acquiring
land and almost 300 plus members are being affected to whom possession is yet to be
provided. It was therefore the General Secretary/ G.M.(Opns) informed that in case due to
exploitation of landowner the society could be able to get the land acquired within one year,
arrangements are in place to accommodate the remaining members in any specific phase
of either MPCHS, Faisal Town or Gulberg Greens. The General Secretary / G.M. (Opns)
showed his resolve not to get bowed down against the ulterior motives and exploitations
of the land owners, for which he addressed the present land owners of the in boundary
Mozas to avoid any such practices and cooperate with the society, failing which the society
will fenced out its boundary.
The members of the society in concurrence to the deliberations of the General Secretary/
G.M. (Opns) approved society’s initiatives to purchase land from the exploiting landowners
without getting exploited and accommodation of remaining members by placing them in
any specified sector of any other society accordingly, if necessary.
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Agenda Item No.16

In terms of agenda item No.12 of the 16th Annual General Meeting, charges @
Rs.5,000/- were levied on the defaulting members who were in default since 2010.
In this context approval is solicited for taking appropriate actions under society’s
approved model bye-laws and decisions of the AGMS.
In terms of agenda item No.12 of the 16th Annual General Meeting held on 6th December
2016 the members were informed about the recommendations of the High Powered
Committee formed under agenda item No. 15 of the 15th Annual General Meeting held on
23rd February 2014, whereby an escalation charges @ Rs.5,000/- PSY and @ Rs.1,000/PSY were levied on the defaulting and regular members respectively.
The General Secretary/ G.M. (Opns) further highlighted that in this regard members were
twice informed through publication in leading newspapers, separate individual letters to
each and every member has already been sent, besides uploading the minutes of the 16th
Annual General Meeting on the society’s official website. It was clearly resolved in the last
AGM that in case of persistent default their plots shall be cancelled after six months and
outstanding amount shall be refunded accordingly after mandatory deductions.
The General Secretary/ G.M.(Opns) reiterated once again that such type of chronic
defaulters are around 30% of the total members and due to their default the society
was compelled to place the burden on the 70% regular members and in case these 30%
members did not respond positively or failed to deposit the full amount, the burden will
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ultimately fall on the regular members. The members present in the meeting vehemently
raised their concern on the issue and advised the Managing Committee of the society to
get the present and previous defaulted amount recovered from the defaulting members
without any undue favour immediately. The all due clear members showed their resolve to
support the Society’s Management in getting the amount recovered from the defaulting
members.
As such, in line with the strong decisions taken in the past regarding cancellation of plots of
the defaulters, the society has decided to cancel the plots of all those members who have
still not deposited their dues in terms of decisions of the General Body taken in AGM for the
year 2010, 2012, 2014 & 2016 and sub clause 6 & 8 of clause 9 of the Society’s bye laws as
approved by the Cooperative Societies Department.
Keeping in view of financial constraints, the members approved cancellation of plots of all
those members who have still not deposited their dues in terms of decisions of the General
Body taken in AGM for the year 2010, 2012, 2014 & 2016 and sub clause 6 & 8 of clause 9 of
the Society’s bye laws as approved by the Cooperative Societies Department.
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Agenda Item No.17

Awareness regarding agreement executed for the recovery of amount, in the light of
the court decision under section 50-A of the Cooperative Societies Act, 1925, from Dr.
Mumtaz Shaheen and Dr. Tasneem Akhtar Bhatti etc., in their personal capacity as
well as member board of directors of M/s. Green Acres and the decision regarding their
attached properties in the context of agreement made along with action to be taken for
the remaining three directors. Whereas, in the light of the court decision, approval for
de-attachment of properties of the office bearers of the Ex-Managing Committee i.e.,
Sh. Rishad, Muhammad Jamil, Baqar ul Hassan Baqri, Adil Ameen Qazi & Feroze Alam.
Furthermore awareness regarding progress made in the matter with the remaining
members of the Ex-Managing Committee.
The General Secretary/ G.M (OPNS) informed the members that the General Body in
its 16th Annual General Meeting under agenda item No. 14 authorised the Managing
Committee for settlement with judgmental debtors lawfully in the best interest of the
society. In this regard the society entered into an agreement with respondents, arrayed
at serial No.12, 12-A and 12-E, in the decree passed vide order dated 21.05.2015 through
Execution Petition for Recovery of Decretal Amount Under Section 50-A of Cooperative
Societies Act, 1925 filed with the Director (Dev & Fin) / Registrar Cooperative Societies, ICT,
Islamabad. In this connection an agreement between Messrs. Mumtaz Shaheen (through
his attorney Mr. Khuram Ameen) and Mr. Akhtar Bhatti, the judgmental debtors who are
Directors of M/s. Islamabad Green Acres Pvt Limited and the society has been initiated in
which the judgmental debtors have consensually agreed to settle their individual principal
liabilities @ Rs.7,500,000/- each. Furthermore, as a good will gesture, the judgmental
debtors also resolved the long standing dispute of title since 2003 regarding two commercial
shops of the society bearing No. 9 and 10, plot No.20-B, F-7 Markaz Islamabad through
their influence over the title holders of the shops. In lieu of which, the society has to grant
waiver of the interest accrued on the decretal amount except to the extent of two plots
owned by Mr. Mumtaz Shaheen in T&TECHS, which by virtue of the agreement had to be
placed before the General body in its AGM. Total & individual per director Liabilities of M/s.
Islamabad Green Acres Pvt Limited as on 31.05.2016 was as follows:
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Total
Principal
Mark up

37,500,000
68,510,549

Individual
7,500,000
13,702,110

The General Secretary G.M.(OPNS) expressed that It would be a win- win situation for
both the parties i.e. for the society as well as for the judgmental debtors. However, as a
matter of fact the clearance of long outstanding issue of shops title and its transfer in the
name of society will be a great advantage for the society.
Furthermore the agreement was duly submitted in the court of the Director (Dev & Fin)
/ Registrar Cooperative Societies, ICT, Islamabad against Execution Petition filed for
Recovery of Decretal Amount Under Section 50-A.
The members in concurrence to the deliberations of the General Secretary duly resolved
that execution of settlement agreement with Messrs. Mumtaz Shaheen (through his
attorney Mr. Khuram Ameen) and Mr. Akhtar Bhatti, the judgmental debtors who are
Directors of M/s. Islamabad Green Acres Pvt Limited the respondents in the decree passed
vide order dated 21.05.2015 for settling their individual principal liabilities @ Rs.7,500,000/each and grant of waiver of the interest accrued on the decretal amount in lieu of two plots
owned by Mr. Mumtaz Shaheen in T&TECHS is approved.
Furthermore it was also informed by the General Secretary/ G.M. (OPNS) that plots of the
Ex-Managing Committee were got attached in compliance to notification No.2256/CR/
ICT/B dated 21.12.2010. Later on these plots were relocated on account of being dormant.
Consequent upon issuance of the order of Deputy Registrar, Cooperative Societies
Department, Islamabad, announced on 21.05.2015, the following exonerated respondents
applied for de-attachment of their relevant plots.
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Respondent No. 4:

Mr. Rishad Ahmed Sheikh S/o
Sheikh Muhammad Hayat

Ex- General Secretary

Respondent No. 5:

Mr. Muhammad Adil Amin Qazi S/o
Muhammad Amin

Ex-Member Executive T&TECHS,
Islamabad

Respondent No.6

Syed Nabi-ul-Hassan Baqri S/o
Syed Muhammad Wasi

Ex-Member Executive T&TECHS,
Islamabad

Respondent No.8:

Muhammad Jamil S/o Muhammad
Buksh

Ex-Member Executive T&TECHS,
Islamabad

RespondentNo.9:

Muhammad Feroz Alam S/o Khalil
Ur Rehman

Ex-Member Executive T&TECHS,
Islamabad

T&TECHS, Islamabad

The General Secretary/G.M.(Opns) informed the members of the society that as per
order the respondent no. 4, 5, 6, 8 & 9 during the proceedings moved an application for the
deletion of their names on the basis that they are not involved directly or indirectly in the
alleged fraudulent act and no evidence is available against them in this regard. Whereas,
after scrutiny of the record, it was revealed that there is no such documentary evidence
which connects them with the alleged transactions and they are not beneficiary of the
alleged amount, as such no liability to the extent of respondent No. 4, 5, 6, 8 & 9 is made out,
therefore, to the extent of the respondent no. 4, 5, 6, 8, & 9 application for deletion of their
names was accepted.
The Society forwarded their request to the Registrar Cooperative Societies, Islamabad
which was returned with the instructions for placing the matter before the General Body
in its Annual General meeting. As such the matter of de- attachment of relocated plots on
“as it is and where it is basis” was put before the General Body for approval. The General
Secretary made it clear that the exonerated respondents have the right to challenge any
adverse decision of the General Body in the light of order dated 21.05.2015 for which the
society will have to incur additional expenses on litigation.
The members in honour of the exoneration orders of the Deputy Registrar, Cooperative
Societies Islamabad approved de-attachment of relevant relocated plots of the exonerated
respondent Nos. 4, 5, 6, 8 & 9 on “as it is and where it is basis”.
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Agenda Item No.18

Approval of all administrative, capital and other expenditures.
The General Secretary/G.M.(Opns) placed the agenda for approval of all the administrative,
capital and other expenditure of the society incurred for the year 2015-16 as per annual
audited accounts and audit report, a printed copy of which has been provided to members
and placed on website, was duly approved by the members accordingly.
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Agenda Item No.19
Approval of revision in allied charges (Annual fee, Transfer fee, possession charges and
construction drawings approval fee etc.)
The General Secretary draw the attention of the members on Audit Para No.15.1 of the
annual audited report for the year ended on June 30, 2016 where in the auditors have shown
their concern on the accumulating deficit and have advised the society to adopt austerity
drive in over all expenses and to take appropriate measures to increase the revenue. In
this regard it was also informed that over the years the expenses have increased with the
increase in volume and quality of work being carried out in the society. As per receipts and
payment statement, the percentage of expenses to receipts reveals that these expenses
are only 6 to 8 percent of the total receipts from members, meaning there by that more
than 90% is spent on land, development work and operational activities. A comparative
position for the last two years was also presented which is summarized as hereunder:
2016
Total Expenses
Total Receipts
Expenses to Receipts %

2015

25,294,270
308,079,479
8.21

21,873,677
359,624,624
6.08

These expenses include the Promotional, Litigation and Professional consulting expenses
and if we exclude these expenses from the above figure the average expenses to receipts
would come around 5% only which is by no means an abnormal number.
As such it was felt necessary that the administrative and allied charges should be revised
accordingly, the detail of which was presented as here under:
ADMINISTRATIVE (ALLIED AND CONSERVANCY) CHARGES
S No

Head of Account

Existing

Proposed

1

Membership Fee

Res: Rs.2500/- Flat . One Time

Rs.5000/- Flat. One Time

Comm: Rs.5000/- Flat One Time

Rs.10,000/- Flat .One Time

Res: Rs.2000/- Flat

Rs.5,000/- Flat

Comm: Rs.5000/- Flat

Rs.50,000/- Flat

Res: Rs.45/- per S.yd

Res: Rs.70/- per S.yd

Comm: Rs.90,000/- Flat

Rs.500/- per S.yd

Res: & Comm: 10% of O/D
amount per Annum

10% of O/D Amount per Annum

2

Annual Service Charges

3

Transfer Fee

4

Late Payment Charges
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ADMINISTRATIVE (ALLIED AND CONSERVANCY) CHARGES
S No

Head of Account

Existing

Proposed

5

Possession / Demarcation
Charges

Res: Rs.25000/- Flat

Rs.15/- per Sft(30x60) Rs.12/per Sft(35x70&40x80)

Comm: Rs.65/- per Sft.

Rs.10/-(50x90) : Rs.8/-per
Sft(50x90)
Rs.100/- per Sft

6

Re-demarcation Charges

Nil

Res: Rs.15000/- Flat
Comm; Rs.25,000/- Flat

7

Construction /Drawing
Approval Fee

Res; & Comm: Rs.10/- per Sft of
Covered Area

Res.Rs.15/- per Sft

8

Plinth Verification
(Residential ,

NIL

Rs.1.50 per sft of covered area

Comm: Rs.20/- per Sft

Commercial , Amenities )
9

Completion Fee

Nil

Res: & Comm: Rs.5/- per Sft

10

Amalgamation Fee

Nil

Res: Rs.15/- per Sft
Comm: Rs.300/- per Sft

11

Duplicate Allotment /
Transfer Letter Fee

Nil

Rs.5000/- Flat

12

Non-Construction of House

Nil

Rs.25,000/- per Year

Res: Rs.5/- PSY

(Effective upon 10%
construction of total plots)
13

Conservancy Charges for
Residents

Nil

14

Issuance of Computerized (
Bar Coded )

Nil

Com: Rs.10/- PSY
Rs.5000/- Flat

Allotment Letter Fee (One
Time)
15

50
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ADMINISTRATIVE (ALLIED AND CONSERVANCY) CHARGES
S No

Head of Account

Existing

Proposed

Gov. Taxes/Levies/FED etc

All taxes and Levies as and when
imposed by FBR, will be recovered
from the members w.e.f the date
these taxes are applied

All taxes and Levies as and
when imposed by FBR, will be
recovered from the members
w.e.f the date these taxes are
applied

Conservancy Services for the Residents
Stage I
þþ Electricity , Gas , Telephone
þþ Spacious Parking Facility in Commercial Area Water Supply & Clean Drinking Water
Plant Garbage Removal Facility
þþ Eye catching Plantation in the Society
Stage II
þþ Comprehensive Security System which includes Electronically Controlled
Entry Gate, Issuance of Resident Security Card , 24/7 - Patrolling Guards , CCTV
Monitoring, Security Warning Alarms .
þþ Facility of Ambulance system
þþ A well-equipped ,Latest GYM for the Residents Nayatel WiFi Services
þþ Monthly Society Magazine for Residents ( Free of Cost ) Shuttle Service from
Society to City Areas
þþ Air Conditioned Mosque
þþ Health Caring through fully equipped Dispensary
The matter was duly approved by the members.
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Agenda Item No.20

Approval for writing off society’s redundant, unserviceable and untraceable Fixed
Assets, the book value of which is Rs.720,766/The General Secretary/ G.M. (OPNS) informed the members of the General Body that
since inception of the society, no stock taking activity had ever been performed. As such
the position as of 30th June 2016 was analysed for the first time and a proper stock taking
was conducted, which revealed that there are many asset items which are non- functional,
un-serviceable, redundant and un-traceable. Therefore the society decided to implement
asset tagging system for all the articles of furniture fixture and equipment.
Furthermore in order to regularise fixed assets as per stock taking, the society intended to
write off assets, most of which pertain to year prior to 2002, as per list annexed on the basis
of asset items which are non- functional, un-serviceable, redundant and un-traceable and
accordingly un-saleable, the summary of which is presented as here under:
S. No.

Assets

Cost

1
2
3

Equipment
Furniture
Site Office Renovations
Total

278,216
259,044
905,200
1,442,460

Accumulated
Depreciation
202,036
148,601
371,047
721,684

Book Value
76,180
110,443
534,153
720,776

The members appreciated the efforts made in this regard and writing off assets, for a book
value of Rs. 720,776 was approved accordingly.
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Agenda Item No.21

Approval for all admissions and exclusion on account of default of all society’s
residential and commercial plot members.
The General Secretary/G.M. (Opns) placed the agenda for approval of all incoming and
outgoing members of residential and commercial plot holders along with refund of amount
to cancelled file holders and buyback policy files which was duly approve by the members
accordingly.
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Agenda Item No.22

In terms of agenda item No.24 of the 16th AGM, the mater regarding negotiations
with a renowned builder M/s. Village Residency for construction of luxury residential
apartments/ Green Housing Villas and charging of Rs.500,000/- per kanal upon
finalization of agreement which will help boost the society financially, is placed for
awareness and approval.
The General Secretary/ G.M.(Opns) informed the members of the society that in terms of
approval granted by the General Body in its 16th Annual General Meeting, under agenda
item No. 24, the society has entered into an agreement No.80 dated 29.11.2016 with M/s.
Village Residency for a project of luxury residential apartments/ green housing villas
spread over 45 kanals of land (approx.) falling in the vicinity of the society on which service/
affiliation charges has been levied by the society @ Rs.500,000/- per kanal, which will fetch
a sum of Rs. 22.50 million for the society. The General Secretary/ G.M. (Opns) informed the
members of the society that this agenda has been presented with a view to enlighten the
members, regarding expected future revenue/ capital source of the society and expected
boost in construction activities in the society.
While explaining the modalities of the agreement executed by the society, the General
Secretary/ G.M. (Opns) informed the members of the society that:
þþ The NOC to M/s. Village Residency for the project, inter alia the provisions for
development work are non- revocable i.e., it cannot be revoked by either party
unless mutually agreed upon.
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þþ The society will be responsible for providing Sui Gas and electricity infra structure
facilities to the project besides giving free access from its main gate on the 100 feet
double road.
þþ The developer will develop the project area at its own cost.
þþ The developer shall complete all procedure codal formalities of CDA on its own and
shall bear all the costs, fee and other charges applicable there against accordingly.
þþ The developer will pay, to the society, a one-time service/affiliation charges @
Rs.500,000/- per kanal.
þþ In case land is transferred in the name of society, the allotment letters will be issued
by the society on which allied charges shall be applicable as per society’s rules and
regulations.
The members duly approved venturing with M/s. Village Residency for launching a project
of luxury residential apartments/ green housing villas in the vicinity of the society against a
service/affiliation charges of Rs.500,000/- per kanal.
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Agenda Item No.23

Approval of minutes of the 16th AGM
Minutes of the 16th Annual General Meeting, duly approved by the Registrar Cooperative
Societies vide letter No. 48/CR/ICT/B dated 5th January 2016 were presented before the
members as per bye-laws and duly approved by them without any objection from any
member present in the meeting.
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Agenda Item No.24

Awareness and approval of all decisions of the Managing Committee passed through
signed Resolutions/ Managing Committee meetings and note sheets etc.
The General Secretary/G.M. (Opns) placed the agenda for approval of all the decisions and
resolutions of the Managing Committee passed through Resolutions Nos: 46 to 86 and
Managing Committee Meetings from 160 to 177 held during the year 2015-17 along with all
the note sheets and agreements and other approvals made for payments, which was duly
approve by the members accordingly.
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Agenda Item No.25

Any other matter with the approval of the chair.
The proceedings were disrupted when Mr. Akber Ali having member ship No.1110
misbehaved and tried to interrupt the proceedings and insisted upon speaking on the
rostrum instead of from his seat. All the members and officials requested him to speak
on his turn but he scuffled with some executive members of the managing committee.
The General Secretary / G.M.(Opns) very generously showed courtesy and respect for
the member and personally allowed him to speak from the dias. The member instead of
explaining his query started irrelevant issues for which the members interfered and stop
him from wasting the time. The position was then explained by the General Secretary that
Mr. Akber was telephonically informed of his dues of Rs.272,000/- by the society’s officials
but he responded with offensive language.
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In the end a question/ answer session was started and following questions were placed
before the General Secretary/G.M.(Opns) who replied each and every member’s query.
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Q&A

Q. What benefit will the society get from providing road access to other adjoining
societies?
The society is on the main Fateh Jang Road and is not visible from the main G.T. Road.
Besides having direct access to China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) the society
access to main Taxila road will be easier and the name of T&TECHS will also be shown on
the main entrances of the adjoining societies.
Q. Why is it necessary to have Provident Fund & Gratuity Funds for the society?
These funds and rules have been formulated to implement in the society on the statutory
instructions of the Registrar which are mandatory to be complied. Besides that the
services of employees of the society are vulnerable. Every time with the change in
Managing Committees the employees are also changed and the members have to suffer.
It is therefore a more permanent employment system in the society will lead to raise the
confidence of the members.
Q. What steps have the society taken for the purchase of land with built up property
there upon, especially in 35X70 and 30X60 areas.
Negotiations are under way with the land owners. As soon as the society negotiated with
them, the matter will be resolved accordingly. The society has purchased a lot of land and
these pieces of land will also be purchased in the near future. In case due to any reason
this could not be possible, it is the responsibility of the society to accommodate their
members as explained by the General Secretary/ G.M.(Opns) while presenting agenda No.
15 regarding provision of plots.
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Q&A

Q. Why the development work progress is fast on 50X90 plot area as compared to 30X60
& 35X70 plots areas?
The society has planned its development work activities in a sequential manner i.e. from
one side to another. The maximum development work i.e. road, sanitary and drainage work
along with provision of electricity and Sui Gas lines on block A has almost completed and
now work on 30X60 & 35X70 areas have been started and members are constructing their
houses in the area after obtaining possession. The pace of work will accelerate accordingly
in the near future.
Q. Why the plots have been relocated and corner plots have been converted into non
corner?
No material change has been made in the revised and extended LOP submitted with
CDA. However since the LOP has been submitted separately for T&TECHS only instead
of combined LOP of Telegardens as such in order to meet the criteria of CDA for land uses
analysis certain plots have been bought back by the society, as already approved by the
General Body. As such some minor changes have been made in the LOP to meet CDA
criteria. It is estimated that 99 % of the plots have been at their original position. So far
as the matter regarding corner plots is concerned the members were informed that the
society evaluate the matter in the light of payment of corner charges by the members.
Furthermore the society always correspond to its members queries immediately and in
case of any specific un attended query, the members are advised to resubmit their queries.
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Q. written question for solution regarding potential loss of investors against their
investment in one of T&TECHS commercial plaza by the name “WASHMA CENTRE”.
(Copy of written question attached)
The matter regarding members concern, over delay in
completion of WASHMA Centre and the consequential
loss on their invested amount, which was raised through
a written query, was duly answered by the General
Secretary. In his reply the General Secretary informed
the concerned member that the promotors of WASHMA
Centre are in default of society’s dues and their postdated cheques have also been dishonoured. The
society has taken appropriate action accordingly and is
working on the legal modalities for the redressal of the
apprehensions of the affected members of WASHMA
centre in the greater interest of the reputation of the
society. He promised the affected members that the
society will take appropriate action, if things are not
improved.
Q. Why the gate opening has not been inaugurated, despite having the gate opened by
the society?
The gate has been opened temporarily for the AGM, as some landscaping and horticultural
work is still remaining to elevate the face of the society. On the road side, some looping
work, rainwater treatment and preparation of a bus stand is also underway. Furthermore
the finishing work on the gate house was also delayed because of selection of appropriate
tiles. The society remained busy in getting internal development work and the weather
conditions were not conducive for plantation and other horticultural work as such the
inauguration ceremony was deferred till completion of uplifting work.
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Q. No progress has been visible for launching of Phase II of the society despite last year’s
AGM approval?
Various options are under consideration of the society regarding selection of appropriate
site and timing for launching phase II. The good news will be shared with the members in
the near future.
The meeting ended with a vote of thanks to the chair followed by lunch served in the honour of the
distinguished guests.

Azhar Balouch
General Secretary/G.M.(Opns)

Resolved in concurrence to above:
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